FRONTIER CHALLENGE
Grades 6-12
2 Hours
Thank you for booking a ‘Frontier Challenge’ program at FortWhyte Alive. This hands-on, fastpaced program allows students to build outdoor skills while learning about the settlement of
Icelandic people in Manitoba. Students will light small campfires to ward off the cold, roast
bannock for a tasty treat, learn how to use simple materials to make shelters, and get a chance to
(safely!) try the sport of hatchet-throwing!

Appropriate Dress for Your Field Trip
To ensure that students get the most out of their FortWhyte experience, we ask that they
be appropriately dressed for a 2-hour outdoor excursion. All of our programs include time
outdoors, regardless of weather. Comfort and safety are key in making this an enjoyable
and memorable experience.

Suggestions for Outdoor Dress
Layering of clothing is very important in maintaining body temperature and in remaining
dry. Four thin garments may offer the same degree of warmth as one thick overcoat, but
the four layers allow much greater flexibility. Layers can be shed or added as temperature,
wind, exertion, or other variables dictate. Waterproof outer layers and insulated winter
boots are also important.
Young people are very concerned about their appearances. Remind them that they will
enjoy their time better if they are prepared! (Use Pre-Visit Activity Winter Wear as an
entry point for talking about appropriate winter dress.)

*Please share this information with other teachers that are coming to
FWA with your group.

GOAL
Participants will be introduced to several outdoor pursuits, using the frame of Icelandic migration
to Manitoba c. 1875.

OBJECTIVES
Students will:
1. Understand the basics of a small, safe, and sustainable campfire through hands-on
practice.
2. Plan and construct survival shelter using simple materials as a group (Attachment #1
shows some examples of emergency shelters built with tarps).
3. Learn and implement the safety rules and techniques of sport hatchet-throwing.
4. Use an open fire to cook simple bannock, while learning the historical and cultural
connections of this food to many groups in Manitoba.

LITERATURE CONNECTIONS
Did you know that Iceland is considered to be the
“most literate” country on earth? This emphasis on
story, knowledge and education came to Canada
with the migrants of the 19th century.
The books listed below relate to the migration, or to
the Icelandic experience in Manitoba. You may
wish to make these titles available in your classroom
or learning centre surrounding your ‘Frontier Challenge’
field trip.

Fiction
>

Quest by Kathleen Benner Duble
Relates events of explorer Henry Hudson's final voyage in 1602 from four points of view.

>

Hatchet and The River by Gary Paulsen
Stories of a young boy’s survival and navigation in the northern Canadian wilderness.

>

The Lost Voyage of John Cabot by Henry Garfield
A fictionalized account of the voyages of explorer John Cabot, particularly his 1498 journey to the
New World.

Non Fiction


White Settler Reserve: New Iceland and the Colonization of the Canadian
West by Ryan Eyford
Ryan Eyford is a professor at the University of Winnipeg. His book is a thorough examination of
why, how, when, and where migration from Iceland to Canada took place.



Nya Island I Kanada: The Icelandic Settlement of the Interlake Area of
Manitoba by Brock Arnason
Written by a high school student, this article is a great summation of the events covered by the
historical frame of Frontier Challenge.

Published online by the Manitoba Historical Society:
http://www.mhs.mb.ca/docs/mb_history/27/icelandicsettlement.shtml

PRE-VISIT ACTIVITIES
WINTER WEAR (1 lesson)
Social Studies
What should you wear or bring to the field trip that will be warm enough for a whole day outside?
Watch FortWhyte Alive’s How to Dress for Winter video online at:
www.fortwhyte.org/howtodressforwinter/
Materials: A trunk full of clothing including hats, mitts, gloves, long underwear, jackets, ski pants,
fleece pants, boots, sneakers, t-shirts, sweatpants, jeans, wool socks, cotton socks, etc.
Procedure:
1. Split class into small teams. You may choose to have each group use all the clothing, or just
focus on one body part (head, legs, torso, hands etc.).
2. Have each team brainstorm the important points of dressing for the outdoors.
3. Have one student from each team be the "dresser".
4. Assign each group a winter activity to dress for.
5. When you say start, with vocal help from teammates, the dressers will hurry and dress
themselves.
6. Once a team thinks their outfit is complete, stop the activity and go through each team’s
outfit.
Winter Activities:
>
>
>

Sitting down ice fishing all day
Being active (e.g. cross country skiing)
Emergency clothes for the back of your car

Helpful Winter Dressing Tips:
>
>
>
>

>
>

Always dress in layers. Use many thin, warm layers rather than a few thick layers. It will
insulate better and allow you to take off layers to avoid sweating.
Wear a base layer such as long underwear, or other warm, thin clothing that will wick
moisture away from your skin.
Don't wear cotton. It will get wet and cold.
Wear a hat. While it's a myth that most body heat escapes through the head, covering any
exposed body part helps retain body heat.
Dress for the appropriate activity level. Dressing for an active day of skiing will be different
than dressing for a sedentary day of ice fishing.
Buy or find a pair of insulated boots.

>

>
>
>
>
>

Wear warm socks. Wool is best, although good synthetic socks are often quite good.
Avoid cotton as it soaks up sweat and will make feet wet and cold. You can layer socks,
but be careful that socks aren't too tight as this will cut circulation.
Use a good quality parka that breaks the wind. Make sure you wear warm layers
underneath too.
Wear mittens. Fingers and hands are very vulnerable to the cold, so keep them covered.
Keeping fingers together in a mitten is warmer than wearing a glove.
Hand warmers can be useful, but don't use these as a substitute for dressing warmly.
Wear more than one layer on your legs. Oddly, some people will wear five layers on their
torso, and only one layer on the legs.
Keep dry with a snow-repelling outer layer. Being wet will cause chill to set in more
quickly.

HATCHET SAFETY (1 lesson)
Social Studies
Throwing hatchets is really cool – but only when it’s done safely! Show FortWhyte Alive’s
“Hatchet Throwing Safety 101” video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6EnN0Sz7oVw
Your guide will also cover this with your group onsite.

POST-VISIT ACTIVITIES
WRITE YOUR SAGA (1-3 lessons)
English Language Arts
Icelanders have a strong written story tradition, going back to their Norse cultural roots. These
cultural myths and stories are called “Sagas”, and record everything from the creation of the
world to simple day-to-day farm and marriage records.
Have your students journal their Frontier Challenge experience, highlighting the aspects of the
day most important to each of them, writing part of their own Saga.

DISASTER TRAINING (1-3 lessons)
Social Studies
An environmental and social disaster (the Askja eruption, coupled with a population pushing
natural resources to their limits) triggered the Icelandic migration to Manitoba. Using maps, have
students identify areas potentially prone to natural disasters today, and then research how
people living in these areas have planned to deal with these events if they occur. How can we
as Manitobans prepare for adverse environmental conditions, like winter storms, flooding, or
severe thunderstorms/tornadoes?

CLIMATE SHOCK (1-3 lessons)
Social Studies
Winter in Manitoba came as a cold, snowy, and unpleasant surprise to the Icelandic settlers,
who expected a climate more like that of their homeland. Find a climograph for an inhabited
location in Iceland, and compare it to that for Winnipeg (or Gimli). Though it is farther north,
Iceland is more temperate than Manitoba. Why?

SAFETY FIRST! (1-3 lessons)
Physical Education
Hatchet throwing could potentially be very dangerous, but a few simple rules and procedures
keep it fun. Discuss how one can develop safety procedures and rules for potentially risky
activities. Have your students do so for an aspect of their physical education class, and then
have them share their guidelines with their peers.

MAKE AND BAKE BANNOCK (1 lesson)
Social Studies/Mathematics
What is Bannock? Bannock is a simple and tasty traditional North American flatbread. Before
European contact, there is evidence of Indigenous groups making bannock from wild root flour
and animal fat. Our current recipe was brought to Manitoba by Scottish employees of the
Hudson’s Bay Company and by the Selkirk Settlers, and adopted by local Indigenous groups.
The recipe contains wheat flour, butter, baking powder and salt. We recommend baking your
bannock on sticks, over an open fire, but it can also be baked in individual size portions in an
oven.
Follow the below recipe. You can develop math skills by changing the number of servings
needed, and having the students participate in the measurement and mixing process.
Traditional Bannock
12 servings


2 tablespoons baking powder



1 teaspoon salt



3 cups all-purpose flour



¼ cup butter, melted



1 ½ cup water, or less, for a dough consistency

Measure flour, salt, and baking powder into a large bowl. Stir to mix. Pour melted butter and
water over flour mixture. Mix until the dough forms a consistent ball.
Turn dough out on a lightly floured surface, and knead gently about 10 times (or do this in the
bowl). Pat into a flat circle 3/4 to 1 inch thick. Cut into 12 pieces.
To cook on an open fire, wrap the dough around the stick in a tube shape, so the dough is of
even thickness all around. Putting a big blob on the end of the stick will mean that the inside
of the dough won’t cook, while the outside gets burned. Cook the bannock until it is browned
on the outside. Cooked bannock, after letting it cool for a few moments, should slide easily off
the stick and into your hand. Enjoy!
To cook in an oven, place flattened pieces on a greased cookie sheet and bake at 350F for
25-30 minutes.

Attachment #1

Shelter Designs

